Government of Sierra Leone
National COVID-19 Emergency Response Center
(NaCOVERC)

Big Idea of the Week

Inter-district travel is back but coronavirus is not invited

29th June – 5th July, 2020

• Let’s make sure coronavirus does not travel between us by washing our hands frequently with soap and water, wearing cloth masks correctly by covering our nose and mouths, keeping distance from each other in transport, and staying home and calling 117 if you have fever, tiredness, and cough.

• The safety of a business’s employees, customers, and partners from coronavirus is critical for the success of the business. All businesses and offices, big or small, must make sure all government-advised actions are taken to prevent the spread of coronavirus.

• Help shops, pharmacies, supermarkets, banks, bars, and restaurants that you visit stay open by doing your part and being a responsible customer. Their ability to keep serving you and other customers depends on staff and customers taking coronavirus prevention seriously.

• Worship in churches and mosques is still not allowed at this time. We will continue to pray for our country from our homes, together at heart.

For more information on the Big Idea of the Week, please visit: https://mic.gov.sl/ https://dhse.gov.sl/

#CoronaFetNaWeAllFet